RACING TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

Term

Definition

Added Money
Event

Stakes, futurities, early closing events and late closing events

Age

Shall be reckoned from the first day of January of the year of
foaling

Allowances

Shall be given on claiming price in claiming races depending
on sex and age of the horse. Shall also be given on eligibility in
condition races depending on sex and age. Allowances may
vary by Racetrack.
A horse officially entered in a race, but not permitted to start
unless another horse is scratched from the race before mutual
have opened. Also eligible shall be drawn from horses having
the best preference date, except priority may be given to
horses stabled on the grounds.

Also-Eligible

Appeal

Is a request to review any decisions or rulings of the Judges or
delegated officials. An appeal may deal with placings,
penalties, and interpretations of the rules or other questions
dealing with the conduct of racing.

Authorized
Agent

A current member in good standing who is at least 17 years of
age and has been appointed by a person to act on his behalf.
The appointment must be made by document executed in
writing, specifying the authorities delegated to the agent and
must be available for presentation when requested by an
official.

Backstretch

The straightaway on the far side of the racetrack.

Bandage

Cloth that is wound around the lower part of a horse’s leg that
adds extra support or provides protection against injury.

Blanket Finish

Several horses finishing very close together at the wire.

Bleeder

A horse whose blood vessels rupture and blood streams from
his nostrils during or after a workout or race.

Boxed In

When a horse is racing along the pylons and cannot improve
his position in a race because of the presence of other horses
in front, behind and beside him. (also known as Locked-In)

Break

1) breaking a yearling to harness
2) a horse breaks from its natural gait to a gallop

Breeder

3) a trotter switch to the pace, pacer switch to the trot
The register owner or lessee, subject to the terms of a lease
agreement, at the time the mare conceived

Card

Another term for a program of racing.

Chart

A comprehensive account of a race showing the positions of all
horses at various stages of the race.

Claim

The process of a licensed person purchasing a horse from a
designated race for a predetermined price. To be eligible to be
claimed a horse must start in the event in which it has been
declared to race, meaning that the horse is behind the gate
when the Starter releases the field at the starting point.

Claimers/
Claiming Race

A race in which any horse drawn in to start may be claimed for
a designated amount in conformance with the rules.

Classified
Race

A race regardless of the eligibility of the horses, entries being
selected on the basis of ability or performance.

Clear Days

Where a number of days are expressed to be clear days, they
shall be reckoned exclusively of the first day and exclusively of
the last day.

Colt

A male horse three years of age or younger that has not been
gelded.

Condition

The physical fitness level of a competing Standardbred.

Conditioned
Race

An overnight event to which eligibility is determined according
to specified qualifications such as earnings and wins.

Dash

A race decided in a single trial. Dashes may be given in a
series of two or three governed by one entry fee for the series,
in which event a horse must start in all dashes. Positions may
be drawn for each dash. The number of premiums awarded
shall not exceed the number of starters in the dash.

Days

Where a number of days not expressed to be clear days is
prescribed, they shall be reckoned exclusively of the first day
and inclusively of the last day.

Dead Heat

When the Judges cannot separate two horses at the finish line
even with the aid of the photo finish. Both horses are
considered to be tied for that finish position`.

Declarations

A declaration is the naming of a particular horse to a particular
race as a starter.

Drench

Is given by a vet with a hose through the horse’s nose going
directly to the horse’s stomach or can be given by the trainer or

groom orally. A drench contains electrolytes and vitamins.
Early Closing
Race

A race to which nominations close at least six (6) weeks
preceding the date of the race.

Electronic
Eligibility

An annual official performance record granted by Standardbred
Canada or the United States Trotting Association for the
purpose of identifying a horse and recording time records,
money winnings and current and past performance information
of the horse at the gait in which it performs.

Eligible

A horse qualified to start in a race and properly declared and
meeting condition of that race.

Elimination
Heats

Heats of a race split according to the rules to qualify the horses
for a final heat.

Entry

-Two or more horses starting in a race which are coupled as a
common interest.
-The act of entering a horse to a race or a horse entered to a
race.

Equipment

Any and all gear worn by a horse in a race.

Fair Meeting

A race meeting, with or without wagering, held in conjunction
with an agricultural fair, which is less than ten (10) days in
duration and is not held at a location that holds extended
meetings.

Filly

A female horse three years of age or younger

Fine

A monetary penalty that is applied for any violation of the
racing rules.

Foal

A newborn horse

Free-Legged

A pacer that races without hopples.

Freeze Brand

A permanent marking used to identify the horse

Futurity

A stake event in which the competing horse was nominated
when its dam was in foal or during its foaling year.

Gelding
Handicap
Race

A neutered (castrated) male horse of any age.
A race in which performance, claiming price, sex or distance
allowance is made. Post positions for a handicap may be
assigned by the Race Secretary. Post positions in handicap
claiming races shall be determine by claiming price prior to
application of allowances. Trailing post is considered the 4th
best position.

Heat

A single trial of a race to be decided by a series of heats.

Home Stretch

The final stretch, nearest to the spectators, where the finish
line is situated.

Horse

A male horse four years of age or older that has not been
gelded (stallion)

Inquiry

A review of the conduct of a race called by the Judges and
made before the result of the race is made official.

Jog

To pace or trot at a leisurely rate. Keeps the horse fit between
races.

Judge

A licensed person delegated by the racing authority to carry out
the duties and responsibilities prescribed in the rules by the
Racing Authority.

Judges’ List

A current list of horses that are refused declaration.

Lame

Term used to describe a horse that is limping or has difficulty
walking or is sore.

Lasix

A medication administered by a Veterinarian for the treatment
of pulmonary bleeding.

Late Closing
Race

A race to which nominations close less than six (6) weeks and
more than five (5) days before the date on which it is to be
contested.

Maiden

A horse that has never won a heat or race at the gait at which it
is entered to start and for which a purse is offered.

Mare

A female horse four years of age or older

Match Race

A race which has been arranged and the conditions thereof
agreed upon between the contestants.

Matinee Race

A race where an entrance fee may be charged and where the
premiums, if any, are other than money. Performance in a
Matinee Race is not considered an official start.

No Contest

If the Judges are unable to properly judge the running or finish
of a race they may declare the race “no contest”. When a race
is declared no contest, all monies wagered are refunded and
no purse distribution is made.

Nomination

The naming of a horse to an added money event for a fee.

On a Line

The horse is trying to turn its head either way so one driving
line is tight while the other is slack. This means the horse is
sore on the side of the tight line.

Official
Sample

A sample of blood, saliva, urine or other bodily substance that
has, in accordance with the Pari-Mutuel Betting Supervision
Regulations, been obtained from a horse, sealed and
identified.

Overnight
Event

A race for which declarations close not more than five (5) clear
days before the date on which it will be contested.

Owner

Is the full owner, part owner, lessor or lessee of a registered
Standardbred.

Participant

Any person, stable, partnership, limited partnership, estate,
corporation, or other legal entity participating directly in
standardbred racing and who, under the Rules, is required to
be licensed by the racing authority and SC.

Passing Lane

An extension widthwise of the homestretch up to 10 feet inward
in relation to the width of the rest of the racetrack. This lane
can only be used in the final stretch and can only be used by
trailing horses with clearance of the pylons.

Post Position

The position assigned or drawn for a horse for the start of the
race.

Post Time

The time set for the arrival by the horses at the starting point of
the race.

Public Stable

A business, operated by a trainer holding an “A” license,
offering services to members of the public at large

Puller

A horse that gets fired up during a race and tries to run faster
than the rate of the race.

Purse

The monetary amount that is distributed to the top five finishers
of a race.

Qualifying List A list of horses required to perform in a qualifying race or
races.
A race in which a horse must establish its ability to participate
Qualifying
Race/Qualifier at a race meeting consistent with the qualifying standards
established for that class of horse.
Race

A contest of speed among registered standardbred horses
racing at a trotting or pacing gait.

Recall

A restart of the race called by the starter for various reasons.

Retention
Area

Area within a track facility used by persons undertaking
activities relating to a prohibited substance control surveillance
program.

Ridgling

A male horse with one or both testicles not descended into the
scrotal sac.

Saddle Pad

A pad that is placed on the horse’s back on which it’s post
position is displayed.

Scratch

The removal of a horse from a race after its entry has been
accepted.

Stable Area

Includes those areas within the grounds of a track facility
wherein the stables, track kitchen, racing offices, training
areas, paddock and winners enclosure are located.

Stakes Race

A race which will be contested subsequent to its closing for
which there are nomination, sustaining and/or starting
payments to determine the purse, in addition to monies given
by the sponsor/or track facility conducting the race.

Start

The word “Start” will include only those performances in a
purse race. Each dash or heat shall be considered as a
separate “start” for the purpose of condition races.

Starting Point

The point marked on the inside rail at a distance of not less
than 200 feet from the first turn.

Sulky

A dual shaft and dual hitch racing vehicle (bike) having two
shafts which must be parallel to, and securely hitched on each
side of the horse with a safety hookup.

Suspension

A suspension prohibits a person and/or
participating in racing for a set period of time.

Sustaining
Fees

Fees or payments made subsequent to the acceptance of
nomination for an added money event.

Track Facility

A facility at which racing of Standardbred horses is conducted
and including the person, association or corporation conducting
the racing of Standardbred horses.

Trainer

The person responsible for caring and conditioning a horse for
the races. Must hold either an “F” or “A” category of license.

Trainer “A”

Permits a person to operate a public stable at all extended and
non-extended meeting.

Trainer “F”

Permits a person to train horses wholly owned by him or
immediate family members only at extended and non-extended
meetings.

horse

from

Tying Up

A form of muscle cramps in a horse often caused by too much
corn in the diet, too much feed, nervousness, inconsistent
exercise or electrolyte

Types of
Races

Overnights include:
x Conditioned races
x Claiming races
x Preferred, Invitational, Handicap, Open or Free for All
Races
x Schooling Races
x Matinee Races
Added Money Events include:
x Stakes
x Futurities
x Early Closing Races
x Late Closing Races
x Match Races

Veterinarian’s
List

Short term Vet list: Horse has been declared unfit to race by
the Official Veterinarian because it is sick, lame or physically
unfit to race, if the horse was scratch sick it shall not be
permitted to race other than to added money events or
qualifiers for 7 clear days from the date of the race from which
it was scratch.
Long term Vet list: A horse can be placed on the long term Vet
list due to chronic physical or health problems by the
Commission Veterinarian shall remain on the Vet list for a
minimum of 14 days.
Foals weaned from their mother until they reach their first
birthday (January 1st)

Weanling

Yearling

Any horse between its first and second birthday

HOW TO READ A RACE PROGRAM
The great amount of information included in the race program for each horse can
be easily understood by referring to the explanatory chart below.
A circled number or letter identifies each piece of information. Simply refer to the
key to determine the information provided.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Claiming price (if applicable) & horse post position
Morning line odds
Horse’s name
Horse’s colour, sex, age and pedigree
Owner(s) and address
Breeder(s) and address
Driver’s name, weight and colours
Driver’s statistics
Trainer’s name
Trainer’s U.R.S
Fastest winning time in current year, track recorded on and track condition
Fastest winning time in prior year
Current year’s number of start, wins, seconds, thirds and earnings
Prior year’s number of starts, wins, seconds, thirds and earnings
Current lifetime record; fastest win time, track size, age, total lifetime wins and earnings

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Date of contested race
Race number
Track ID and size of racing oval (if other than ½ mile)
Track condition and variant
Class of race and distance raced (if not 1 mile standard)
Purse raced for
Leader’s time at ¼ mile
Leader’s time at ½ mile
Leader’s time at ¾ mile
Winning time of race
Post position
Horse position at ¼ mile
Horse position at ½ mile
Horse position at ¾ mile
Horse position at 7/8 mile
Horse finishing position (including length behind leader or if leading lengths in front)
Horse last ¼ mile time
Horse’s time to complete race
Final betting odds
Driver
Temperature in Celsius
Number of starters
Name of winning horse
Name of second place finisher
Name of third place finisher

PROGRAM INFORMATION
All horses’ past performances are recorded by Standardbred Canada. The latest
past performances of any horse can be found in a race program.
Once a horse is entered into an overnight event, an official program is printed
with all racing information including the past performances. The program gives a
detailed account on how the horses have performed in the past, including type of
race, post and finish positions and time rated. A charted line provides an
accurate history of the horses’ abilities and weaknesses and therefore can be
extremely beneficial for an owner or trainer to distinguish the class a horse
should be entered, as well as if a horse performs better on different sized tracks.
Due to the significant amount of information provided in a race program,
abbreviations have been created to differentiate the information.

ABBREVIATIONS:
Race types:
MAT

Matinee

CLMCD Claiming Condition

MDN

Maiden

CLMHD Claiming Handicap

OPN

Open

CLM

Claiming Race

COND
or CD

Condition Race

PREF Preferred

INV

Invitational

QUA

Qualifying Race

INVHP

Invitation Handicap

STK

Stake Race

Track type:
ft

fast

my

muddy

fr

frozen

sl

slow

gd

good

sy

sloppy

hy

heavy

sn

snow

Performance
acc

accident

i

interference

ax

accident break

ix

interference break

be

broken equipment

L

Lasix

bl

bled

nk

neck

C

Claimed

ns

nose

ch

choked

p

placed

dh

dead-heat

pu

pulled up

dis

distanced

Tdis

time disallowed

dnf

did not finish

x

break

dq

disqualified

o

parked 2 wide

ex

equipment break

x

parked 3 wide

fl

fell

†

free-legged pacer

hd

head

‡

trotter with hopples

Track size:
1

mile track (Examples: Meadowlands, The Red Mile, Balmoral Park)

1/2

half-mile track (Examples: Flamboro Downs, Truro Raceway, Summerside)
This size track is not listed on the official program, no size means ½ mile track.

5/8

5/8 mile track (Examples: Georgian Downs, Fraser Downs, Northlands Park)

7/8

7/8 mile track (Examples: Woodbine Raceway, Mohawk Raceway)

1-1/4

1 mile and a quarter track (Example: Colonial Downs)

Wagering Information Symbols
*

favourite

f

field

e

entry

NB

no betting

NR

not reported

Bar

barred

Horse’s Sex
f

filly

c

colt

g

gelding

h

horse

m

mare

rig

ridgling

Horse’s colour
B

bay

Blk

black

Br

brown

Ch

chestnut

Gr

grey

Ro

roan

Wh

white
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